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"Let's go!"

Before being caught by the man in black, kangmobei pulls musili and rushes to the
side channel. The five men in black also come after him.

"They..."

"You fool! I don't know if I've been shot! " As he ran, commo North angrily
interrupted moussili's words and severely reprimanded him.

Mousse left his mind blank. He didn't understand why he suddenly killed five thugs.
Soon, his escape became a dead end.

The five thugs didn't say any nonsense. When they stopped to run away, they already
flew over.

Kangmobei kicks the man in the head with his foot, and then with his fist, he knocks
the other hitter to one side. Taking advantage of the gap, kangmobei subconsciously
grabs musili, dodges from the gap and runs in the opposite direction. The five hitters
soon catch up with him.

"If you go on chasing like this, you will be caught sooner or later..." Conmobei
secretly thought about the countermeasures. He couldn't be caught by the silent people,
and he couldn't be found separated from Muse by the people on the ship!

Don't think much about it. Conmber accidentally sees that the window of a
compartment is open. If he doesn't think much about it, conmber drinks "jump" coldly!

Both of them jumped out of the window and fell into the sea.

Two people's bodies, hit a huge spray, a few seconds later, the sea calm.

The five thugs frowned and thought about what to do. It seemed that an order came
from the receiver. The five thugs carefully looked around to make sure that they were
not found and then left in a hurry.

"Oh The cold, bitter and salty sea water makes me feel sick and nauseous. On such a
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large sea, two people are like a tiny fish. Once they die, there will be no bones left.

Kangmobei tries to put the life-saving ring that he grasped before jumping into the sea
around Musi Li's neck. Musi Li seems to have grasped the straw to save his life. He
panics and drags the life-saving ring, and also drags kangmobei, which makes
kangmobei choke a few mouthfuls of sea water.

"Calm down!" Commodore cried out, but the sound of shouting was soon drowned by
the sound of the waves.

"Help Musi is struggling, dragging everything that can be grasped everywhere.

From the distance, the cruise ship has been out for more than ten nautical miles. It is
almost impossible to swim back. From the distance, it seems that the cruise ship can
see a small desert island.

"Calm down! Let's go ashore first. Hold on Kangmobei is struggling to pull the life
buoy, swimming towards the desert island and grabbing musili.

……

"Oh

I don't know how long later, the two men lay paralyzed on the beach, with nausea in
his stomach and vomiting.

Commo breathed heavily, gradually alleviating the weakness caused by overdraft of
body strength.

In a city, Bai nianxi tries to dial a mobile phone, but only receives feedback that she is
not in the service area. She is restless.

Bai nianxi is calling kangmobei.

Three days ago, conmobei simply told Bai nianxi that he would go abroad for two days,
and he would come back on the third day.

Today, is the third day, and not only didn't come back, but even the phone can't get
through, Bai nianxi heart, vaguely uneasy.

"Mo Bei hasn't come back yet?"

On one side, Mu Liancheng slowly went down the stairs and asked with a heavy face.
He raised his eyes. The wall clock showed that it was already 3 p.m.



Bai nianxi shakes his head and thinks about calling the police.

"Didn't he say where he was going?" Mu Liancheng has not been to ask about
kangmobei, but he has not seen kangmobei for three days, and he is also worried.

Bai nianxi is also regretting that she didn't ask him more. In the face of the inquiry, she
only shakes her head to show that she doesn't know.

"Call the police, in case of something bad, just..." Mulian city is nervous.

Bai nianxi shook his head decisively: "don't worry, I'll check first."

Since conmber didn't even tell him clearly, it might be something to keep secret. The
police might disturb conmber's plan.

Thinking about it, Bai nianxi thinks of his brother.

"Ding Dong ~"

speaking of Cao Cao and Cao Cao, the doorbell rang at the entrance of Kang's house.
Bai nianxi quickly walked to open the door. It was Shen Hedan who came.

Shen Hedan sees Mu Liancheng in the living room, or because he doesn't want to
worry Mu Liancheng, Shen Hedan takes Bai nianxi out of Kang's house alone with an
excuse.

"Where on earth has conmobei gone?"

Walking on the road, Bai nianxi couldn't help worrying and asked anxiously.

Shen Hedan hesitated for a moment, and finally chose to answer positively:

"kangmobei went to a certain sea area in the Middle East. There is a complicated
matter that has nothing to do with us, but kangmobei decided to deal with it on its
own."

"What is it? He said he came back today, but he hasn't come back yet. He can't get
through his cell phone! " Bai nianxi is restless.

"Maybe Something's wrong Shen He Dun hesitated and hesitated, but he answered Bai
nianxi directly.Bai nianxi hears the sound, and his heart says: "no, I want to call the
police."



"No, the police will complicate the situation. Listen to me."

With that, Shen Hedan told me about Mu Sili, and Shen Shimei's confidential business
was also briefly stated.

"I suspect Shen Shimo is using musili. If musili had not gone to the police station in
person that day to help kangmobei avoid a lawsuit, kangmobei would not have taken
charge of musili In a word, let me handle this matter. You can wait for news at home.
Don't worry too much. " Shen Hedan's powerless way of relief.

"How can I not worry?" Bai nianxi is also sulky to his brother. They don't tell
themselves anything.

The conference room of a high-rise building in the United States.

"You have done a perfect job in this business. The promised remuneration will arrive
in one hour. Pay attention to check."

In front of Wei Xia, a white middle-aged man said to Wei Xia with a smile.

This is a kind of appreciation. Wei Xia smiles at ease and shows humility at the same
time.

This business is to make a Middle East head of state face the threat of death. Of course,
he will eventually die.

At present, the two killers wanted are of Chinese nationality. In this way, the death of
the head of state will be related to China.

This will not only cause chaos in the Middle East, but also cause friction between the
Middle East and China. The United States can reasonably launch corresponding
sanctions.

Regional chaos, this American bigwig can take advantage of chaos to sell a series of
weapons and earn a lot of wealth.

Frictions between countries are often tens of billions or hundreds of billions of dollars.

"RMB will usher in a period of devaluation. For foreign exchange business, be
prepared in advance." The middle-aged white man's "friendship" prompts Wei Xia to
shake hands and say goodbye.

Wei Xia watched the great man leave and sat down in a good mood, looking out of the
window at the beautiful scenery.



Unexpectedly, originally only intended to let Musi from when the scapegoat, the result
of the North even appeared.

It's best for them to die, but it doesn't matter to live. It's almost impossible for them to
turn over when they are wanted internationally.
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